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Find Out What's New In The Updated Screen DIY
Published on 03/03/12
Softease announces Screen DIY is update on February 29, 2012, though it debuted in the iOS
App Store not so long ago. Now, users can get the Screen DIY 1.0.1 from iOS App Store
directly, and test this wallpaper app on iPhone 4S or iPod touch. From the whole view, the
UI has not changed so much. The major style of the app has been maintained in the Screen
DIY 1.0.1, but the color seems more catching. Some tiny modifications are applied in the
new version, while ordinary users might not notice.
Based in Hong Kong - Softease announces Screen DIY is update on February 29, 2012, though
it debuted in the iOS App Store not so long ago. Now, users can get the Screen DIY 1.0.1
from iOS App Store directly, and test this wallpaper app on iPhone 4S or iPod touch.
As talking about display feature of iPhone and iPod, customizing wallpapers pops up in
mind. Wallpaper applications with functionality to do customize job become focus of the
topic. Screen DIY is exactly such a hot-spot with updated features. Here is the way to
show how to find out updated customized features on Screen DIY.
From the whole view, the UI has not changed so much. The major style of the app has been
maintained in the Screen DIY 1.0.1, but the color seems more catching. Some tiny
modifications are applied in the new version, while ordinary users might not notice such a
subtle change.
Compared to Screen DIY 1.0, the updated wallpaper app has an app version information,
which didn't be included in the previous edition. According to SoftEase, the developer of
Screen DIY, they added the app version information to the program mainly because they want
to give users a clear picture about the wallpaper series apps, as the Screen DIY Pro is
going to be released soon. Technically speaking, this new added function may not so much
beautiful, but it helps users have a clearer view of the app and better experience.
An interesting feature of this update would be the review function. From 1.0.1 version,
Screen DIY users can review wallpapers and the whole app according to how many times they
user the program. Specifically, Screen DIY enables users to do a review when wallpapers
are saved more than five times. The app can detect the count automatically. From this
point, users would have the capability to review and comment from single wallpaper to the
whole app, and have much more fun.
More exclusive wallpapers are introduced in the new version, and bugs are fixed. Users
will get more elegant and special wallpapers in Screen DIY 1.0.1, increasing the
accessibility to DIY display features of iPhone and iPod touch in much more personalized
touch. The new app runs more smoothly and stable as bugs in the previous version are
fixed. Screen DIY 1.0.1 ensures a much better display on iPhone and iPod touch series,
including the latest iPhone 4S and iPod touch 4th Gen.
Screen DIY is developed by SoftEase Technology, a reputable developer team in iOS App
Store, and is initially listed in January. As a matter of degree, this update ensures
Screen DIY to win better user experience. Furthermore, Screen DIY 1.0.1 will stimulate the
popularity of wallpaper app series as SoftEase is going to bring the Screen DIY Pro to the
family soon.
Device Requirements:
* iOS 4.0 or later
* iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
* 3.4MB
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Pricing and Availability:
Screen DIY 1.0.1 is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Lifestyle category.
Softease:
http://www.softease.biz
Screen DIY 1.0.1:
http://www.softease.biz/screen-diy.html
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/screen-diy/id492882578?mt=8
Screenshot :
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/062/Purple/f1/74/97/mzl.kfkajcvp.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/082/Purple/f0/c1/b5/mzl.lkeupwzm.175x175-75.jpg

Based in Hong Kong. Softease is dedicated in providing users best multimedia software and
service to have amusing entertainment experience. Though as a young company, we have a
team of excellent developers who commit themselves to researching and perfecting the
products. More importantly, all Softease staff will keep pushing the work forward to make
better and better software. Copyright (C) 2012 Softease. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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